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implementation examples.
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Preface
In the modern world of globalization, disruptive technologies,
and automation, we need to adjust our behavior to handle
LWW_ST^TYYZaL_TZYLYOVYZbWPORPPʯNTPY_Wd?SPYPbbLaP
of Project Management is not something that we should
expect, rather, it is already here. In the quest of processes
optimization, there is a hunger for modern lightweight
approaches that would help Project Managers acquire almost
superhero characteristics.
Well, there is no magic framework that would turn Project
Management into a safe playground but we have the remedy
for those who are tired of supporting the “house of cards”.
Riding the wave of Kanban Project Management would
transform the way this industry looked like a few years ago.
And if you think this is a bold statement, let’s go through the
following chapters and follow the practical implementation
examples which will shed light on the truly revolutionary
approach.
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We have outlined the main principles and practices of Kanban,
_SPMPYPʭ_^T_bTWWM]TYRLYO_SPOTʯN`W_TP^_SL_XLdL]T^P
during the implementation. One of the most important aspects
is how to scale a successful practice from a team level to the
the management level and we will explore it in detail. We
will discuss what needs to change in the Planning, Execution,
Tracking and Forecasting, and Managing Risk.
There is a better way to manage projects, the Kanban way!
If you are ready to apply kanban principles to your work, I
recommend you try Kanbanize free
for 30 days.
for free.

Try Kanbanize for free
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CHAPTER ONE

Why Bother with
Kanban?
Project management has been around for decades, if not
NPY_`]TP^4_ʮZ`]T^SPO_S]Z`RSZ`__SPTYO`^_]TLW]PaZW`_TZY
and became an instrument for the astonishing progress
humanity has achieved.
Most of the world around us is the result of many smart people
managing projects and programs. We see it in every building,
vehicle, desk, chair, window… they were all the result of
projects well managed (or not that much).
However, a lot has changed since the industrial revolution. The
factories that used to harness human labor are now powered
Md]ZMZ_^TYʭYT_PWdXZ]P[]ZO`N_TaP_SLY_SPS`XLYSLYO
¥¨e-¾ژuwG-¨ټ°ژGÅU%-ژ¾ژhww ىژ7

Computers became mainstream, we invented the mobile
phones, the internet, AI, machine learning, blockchain and
what not. If that wasn’t enough, globalization took over and
that completely disrupted the way companies do business.
Compared to the 50s, the world has become a much more
complex place…
4Y_ST^YPb[L]LOTRX_SPPʬPN_TaPYP^^ZQZ`]XLYLRPXPY_
processes has continuously degraded. This dissonance created
a vacuum that sucked up billions of dollars in failed projects or
missed opportunities. The generated pain and disappointment
`W_TXL_PWdWPO_Z_SPN]PL_TZYZQYPbXZ]PPʬPN_TaPXP_SZO^
that were better suited to operate in an environment of
uncertainty and complexity.
In just 20 years, the so-called Agile methods managed to
dominate the IT and Software Development spaces. We saw the
creation of frameworks such as XP and Scrum that are widely
adopted and are quite the norm for tech teams in most of the
companies today.
Some ten years back, a very important event took place - David
5 ,YOP]^ZY[`MWT^SPO_SPʭ]^_MZZVLMZ`_6LYMLYLW^ZVYZbY
as the blue book). This marked the birth of a strong movement
that led to the existence of the “Kanban method” the way we
know it today.
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The Kanban method is truly remarkable. In less than a decade,
it was adopted by more than half of the IT / Software industry.
A recent survey (“State of Scrum”) shows that 60% of the
Scrum teams use Kanban. This data is stunning because only
several years ago, Scrum in its pure form had virtually no
alternative.
The reason why so many teams and companies are turning to
Kanban lies in the core principles and practices of the method.

The Kanban Principles
There are three guiding principles that
represent the Kanban way of thinking:
1.

Start With What You Do Now

»

Understanding current processes, as actually practiced

»

Respecting existing roles, responsibilities & job titles

2.

Gain agreement to pursue improvement through evolutionary
change

3.

Encourage Acts of Leadership at All Levels

If you compare these principles to any other popular approach,
you will quickly realize that Kanban is very humane. It doesn’t
tell you that there’s a right way of doing things and that you
are doing it wrong. On the contrary, it respects the current
situation and helps you improve from where you are. There is

¥¨e-¾ژuwG-¨ټ°ژGÅU%-ژ¾ژhww ىژ9

no judgment in Kanban!
In that regard, Kanban is a truly Lean method, following the
principles of continuous improvement and respect for people.
The principles we know so well from Toyota.

The Kanban Practices
Going from the philosophy of things (principles) to what we
do on a daily basis, we identify six core practices in Kanban.
»

Visualize work

»

Limit Work in Progress

»

Manage Flow

»

Make Policies Explicit

»

Implement Feedback Loops

»

Improve Collaboratively, Evolve Experimentally

The goal of this book is not to explain what Kanban is so we
won’t discuss all the practices individually. However, we will
be providing concrete examples further in the book. One thing
is certain - if you use these practices you will be much more
productive in your daily work, be it management, coding,
design, etc.

10 ژىO¥¾-¨ژw-ژىژÞOä¾ژO-¨ژÞU¾Oژhwwّ

If you’re still wondering if Kanban is for you, have
LWZZVL__SPMPYPʭ_^ZQ`^TYR_SPXP_SZO%
»

Dramatic improvements of your cycle times realized soon after
starting out. The improvements usually go way beyond 100%.

»

Relief from overburdening and happier workforce.

»

Increased customer satisfaction due to shorter
delivery times and increased predictability.

»

.ZX[L_TMTWT_dbT_SLYd[]ZNP^^6LYMLYTX[]ZaP^_SPʮZb
of value without forcing the organization out of its ways.

»

Universally applicable - it is not bound for use by
the IT or software development teams only.

»

Survivability and sustainability of the
business, if applied strategically.

»

Understanding of the work state and project status.

»

<`LWT_L_TaPLYO\`LY_T_L_TaP`YOP]^_LYOTYRZQ_SPbZ]VʮZb

»

Increased predictability and an ability to respond with
NZYʭOPYNP_Z_Z`RS\`P^_TZY^WTVPɭBSPYbTWWdZ`OPWTaP]*ɮ
ɭBSPY^SZ`WObP^_L]_LUZM_ZOPWTaP]MdLNP]_LTYOL_P*ɮ

/ZdZ`SLaPT^^`P^bT_SZYPZ]XZ]PZQ_SPT_PX^LMZaP*4Q
yes, this book is for you. We aim to provide practical guidance
for Project Managers that are seeking ways to improve
_SPT]bZ]VʮZb^bT_SZ`_YPNP^^L]TWdLOOTYRXZ]P[PZ[WPZ]
resources.
We will show you how to plan your project in an alternative
way and how to connect the planning to the execution. We will
also suggest a scalable way to track one or multiple projects
¥¨e-¾ژuwG-¨ټ°ژGÅU%-ژ¾ژhww ىژ11

using hierarchical Kanban boards. On top of that, we will
discuss forecasting that’s based on the actual data that you
generate as the project goes. If you’re ready to get started with
a kanban tool, you can try Kanbanize for
freefree.
for 30 days.
It will be quite a ride, we hope you’ll enjoy it!

Try Kanbanize for free
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CHAPTER TWO

Why Kanban Project
Management with
Kanbanize?
This book talks about the Kanban method but it does so
through the prism of Kanbanize being a supporting tool. We
MPWTPaP_SL_T_T^YZ_[Z^^TMWP_ZPʬPN_TaPWdXLYLRPPaPYL
single project without the proper software solution and we
won’t separate the theory from the practice. We must accept
the reality: work is getting more and more complex, and that
requires more sophisticated and capable tools to manage our
projects.
You may think that all we want to do is sell you our software
but we’re truly driven by the desire to improve how projects
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are managed worldwide. We want to give companies the tools
to innovate faster and by that change the world. All that comes
from the desire to make our civilization sustainable, something
that we struggle with badly. We see Kanban and Kanbanize
as our small contribution to a cleaner planet where global
warming, hunger, and war are words left in the past.
We know this is possible because Kanbanize was born out of
necessity. We saw with our eyes how applying Kanban across
the whole organization can turn a tiny startup into a leading
software vendor. That’s why we decided to create a solution
that helps managers replicate that success, irrespective of the
industry or the company size.
Kanbanize is the next generation project management software
because it solves some of the fundamental problems of today’s
management and adds the Lean/Kanban concepts on top of
that. This is a unique combination with no real alternative in
the world as of now. If you are not convinced yet, you will be
by the end of this book.
To support these claims with something real, let’s discuss the
challenges project managers and their teams face every day.
Lack of transparency and visibility into who is doing what
At Kanbanize we talk to thousands of customers every year.
You will be amazed by the number of people who come to us
14 ژىO¥¾-¨¾ژÞ ژىÞOäژhwwژ¥¨e-¾ژuwG-u-w¾ژÞU¾Oژ
hwwUî-ّ

just because they want to know what is going on. We even
have the data to support this claim:

Almost one-third of all the people we’ve talked to turned to
Kanbanize because they needed better ways to visualize and
track the work.
One-quarter of all said they were lacking higher level
transparency.
The widely accepted management ways have brought us to
the state where more than half of the companies simply don’t
know the real status of their work. Isn’t this alarming and
PaPYOT^_`]MTYR*
And, please, don’t say that these are bad companies skewing
the data. These are all sorts of companies, including many
fortune 500 businesses. It’s a big data sample too (more than
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20,000) so this issue is very, very real.
Disconnect between planning and execution
This is an issue that we see far too often. Simply put, it is
caused by the fact that the project plan and the actual work
live in two separate systems. These are typically MS Project
holding a nice-looking Gantt chart and a work management
tool of choice for the day-to-day work items.
This is a huge problem as it requires never-ending updates
of the two separate systems, so that they are in sync. We will
not even go into the problem that the plan is usually rendered
invalid on the very next day, when something unexpected
happens.
The bigger issue here, though, is the lack of feedback loops
between the teams who are actually doing the work and the
management chain. Unexpected situations happen all the time
when you’re dealing with knowledge work. It just happens
that a piece of work is more complex than expected, or the
integration of two systems does not go well. As we call it, life
happens.
When life happens, management usually learns from a report
or a status meeting. But what if life happened on Monday and
_SP^_L_`^XPP_TYRT^ZY1]TOLd*>SZ`WObPbLT_LbSZWPbPPV
_Z]PʮPN__SPNSLYRPTYZ`][WLY*BSL_TQT_ɪ^ZYNP[P]XZY_S
16 ژىO¥¾-¨¾ژÞ ژىÞOäژhwwژ¥¨e-¾ژuwG-u-w¾ژÞU¾Oژ
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Z]ZYNP[P]\`L]_P]*
And what if a problem in one of the teams is hindering
the progress of a strategic initiative three levels up in the
STP]L]NSd*3ZbT^_ST^A;Z].WPaPW[P]^ZY^`[[Z^PO_ZVYZb*
How much time will pass before they realize that there is a
[]ZMWPX*BSL_TQ_SPdNZ`WO^ZWaPT_TY^_LY_WdMdLWWZNL_TYR
XZ]PM`ORP_Z]]P[]TZ]T_TeTYR^ZXPZQ_SPVPdTYT_TL_TaP^*
Feedback loops and instant information availability are key to
the successful management of an Agile organization. When
things can change rapidly you need to make sure you have the
means necessary to provide a swift response to the situation.
Unrealistic capacity expectations
You might not believe that, but project managers rarely know
the real capacity of the teams they work with. If this wasn’t
so, all projects would have been on time and within budget,
something that hardly ever happens.
?SP]PL]P^PaP]LW]PL^ZY^bSd[]ZUPN_^NLYɪ_Q`WʭWW_SPZ]TRTYLW
[WLYPaPY_SZ`RSLWW[]ZUPN_^SLaPLM`ʬP]^ZXP_TXP^L^
high as 50%). One of the biggest issues here is estimation and
the false sense of certainty. Somehow, we believe that when
we’ve estimated every single task in the project, we know
what’s going to happen but nothing could be further from the
truth. Estimations are subjective and no matter how much
¥¨e-¾ژuwG-¨ټ°ژGÅU%-ژ¾ژhww ىژ17

experience you have, if work is not repetitive, you are bound
_ZMPZʬ3ZbX`NSZʬdZ`L]POP[PYO^ZY[P]^ZYLW\`LWT_TP^
and luck.
As much as we want to be able to predict the future, we can’t.
As much as we want our plan to succeed, it’s inaccurate
MdOPʭYT_TZY?SPZYWd_STYRbPNLYOZLMZ`_T_T^_ZML^P
our forecasts on actual historical data, which reveals our
true capacity, and then be swift to respond to the slightest
deviation. To do so, we need the proper tooling that provides
the historical data and that is capable of detecting these
deviations proactively.
Push is the predominant approach
Many organizations manage their work on the basis of Gantt
NSL]_^LYO^_]TN_^NSPO`WP^?ST^bZ`WOSLaPMPPYʭYPTQbP
knew the true capacity of our teams at any given moment in
time. However, this is not the case and we already discussed it
in the previous point.
When you manage work based on a schedule, you build a
parallel reality, which is not the one you’re currently having. If
the plan says that you should start working on B but the team
T^^_TWW^_L]_TYR,bSL_^SZ`WOdZ`OZ*
If plans are followed blindly, the manager will force the teams
_Z^_L]_bZ]VTYRZY-PaPY_SZ`RS_SPdSLaPYZ_dP_ʭYT^SPO
18 ژىO¥¾-¨¾ژÞ ژىÞOäژhwwژ¥¨e-¾ژuwG-u-w¾ژÞU¾Oژ
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A. This is known as a PUSH system.
If the manager is experienced in the realm of Lean and
6LYMLY_SPdbTWWL^V_SP_PLX_Zʭ]^_ʭYT^S,LYO_SPYRZ
to B. Respecting the current capacity and scheduling work
accordingly is known as a PULL system. Something that we
know so well from TOYOTA.
Unfortunately, we still see that PUSH is the dominant
approach. This is a trend that we hope to see reversed in the
upcoming years.
--All of the challenges listed above create overhead for everyone
involved in the project and generate monstrous amounts of
waste. Waste in your processes makes you less competitive, so
it’s something to be avoided at almost any cost.
As you’ve probably already guessed, Kanban by itself does not
ZʬP]L^ZW`_TZY_Z_SP^P[]ZMWPX^,^LXL__P]ZQQLN_YZ,RTWP
method or framework has ever provided guidance on how to
solve these problems.
To be fair, we must acknowledge that there are frameworks,
such as SAFe, that claim to be solving these challenges, but
they require an enormous investment and generate even
more waste by changing your entire organization at once.
¥¨e-¾ژuwG-¨ټ°ژGÅU%-ژ¾ژhww ىژ19

?ST^N]PL_P^^TRYTʭNLY_^_]P^^QZ]dZ`]_PLX^LYOT^YZ_L
recommended approach to start with. You may end up doing
everything that SAFe suggests but you should get there step by
step, following the evolutionary change practices of Kanban.
Struggling with these challenges for years, we decided
_ZPYO_SP^`ʬP]TYRZYNPLYOQZ]LWW?SL_ɪ^SZbbP
created Kanbanize - we wanted to simplify the life of
both managers and teams by providing a solid Kanban
platform for project management that is capable of:
»

Visualizing work across one, two or more hierarchical levels
and ensuring that the necessary dependencies are visualized.

»

Connecting planning with execution by providing automated
data-driven feedback about the feasibility of the plan.

»

Making capacity allocation explicit and wellunderstood by all stakeholders.

Throughout the rest of this book, we will discuss the concrete
steps that you can take to solve these problems for good. Some
of the ideas might sound too radical, but they work. Just make
sure you bring your open mind with you!
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CHAPTER THREE

Project Planning
4Y^ZXPNZX[LYTP^[WLYYTYRXPLY^N]PL_TYRLOPʭYT_TaP
work breakdown structure and assigning start/end dates to
the individual activities. This kind of planning is suitable for
contexts with high certainty, e.g. manufacturing, construction,
etc. However, this approach fails big time in knowledge work.

Deterministic vs. Probabilistic Thinking
Let’s have a quick detour and talk about probability.
Probability is a strange thing because it’s natural for some
people and very distant from others. If you ask a hundred
people how many strawberries there are in a kilogram, some
bTWWNZXP`[bT_SLNZYN]P_PY`XMP]LYOZ_SP]^bTWWZʬP]L
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range.
The same will happen if you try to guess how much time a task
will take. Some will say 6 hours, others will say 4-8 hours.
The ones that specify the number think deterministically
while the people providing ranges are closer to what we call
probabilistic thinking.
Deterministic thinking in knowledge work must be avoided. If
you are a developer, a marketer, an IT engineer, a designer or
anything like that, you don’t know how much time exactly you
need to complete a given job. If asked for an estimation, you
should always provide ranges instead of precise numbers. This
is probabilistic thinking in its pure form.
Bear in mind that this book won’t ever consider deterministic
thinking. Wherever you see the words “plan”, “estimation”,
“forecast”, etc. assume there’s a probability attached to them,
even if it’s not explicitly mentioned.

Planning with Kanban
Transitioning from traditional Project Management to Kanban
Project Management might be challenging. We often hear that
managers refuse to go the Kanban way because “they cannot
plan properly”.

22 ژىO¥¾-¨¾ژO¨--ژى ژ¥¨e-¾ژ¥kwwUwG

?ST^^_L_PXPY_T^[WLTYb]ZYRMPNL`^PdZ`NLYXZ^_OPʭYT_PWd
plan with Kanban. It is actually advisable that you plan
whatever you’re doing. As Dwight D. Eisenhower says “In
preparing for battle I have always found that plans are useless, but
planning is indispensable”. However, Kanban and the good old
Gantt chart don’t mix well together. Here’s why.
In its core, Kanban is a PULL system. A PULL system allows
new task/project to be started only when a task/project has
MPPYʭYT^SPO4YZ_SP]bZ]O^bSPY_SP]PT^Q]PPNL[LNT_d
Imagine a rope in a long tube. To run the rope through the
tube it’s easier when you’re pulling it and not pushing it.
When you push, it gets tangled inside the tube and eventually
gets stuck. That’s what happens in a PUSH system - work gets
^_`NVLYO_LVP^QZ]PaP]_ZʭYT^S
The Gantt chart is an amazing visualization tool but it’s just
YZ_ʭ_QZ][WLYYTYR[`][Z^P^TYVYZbWPORPbZ]VNZY_Pc_^?Z
build such a chart, you need a start and an end date for all the
activities involved in the plan. However, assigning start and
end dates to tasks represents a PUSH system because it ignores
the availability of capacity - it just assumes it will be there.
This approach fundamentally contradicts to the PULL lean
principle and should not be used for planning.
But what if we told you that you can have a Kanban gantt
NSL]_*BSL_TQbPNZ`WOSLaPL[WLY_SL_WZZV^WTVPL_]LOT_TZYLW
[WLYM`_OZP^Yɪ_QZ]NP`^TY_ZL;@>3^d^_PX*DP^_SL_ɪ^
¥¨e-¾ژuwG-¨ټ°ژGÅU%-ژ¾ژhww ىژ23

possible and Kanbanize is the only software in the world to
provide such a solution.

The Kanban Board as a Planning Tool
Acknowledging that plans are an essential part of every
management method, and even life in general, Kanbanize
ZʬP]^LWTRS_bPTRS_L[[]ZLNS_Z[WLYYTYR
To realize a Kanban project plan, all you need to do is add a
ɭ?TXPWTYPɮbZ]VʮZb_ZdZ`]MZL]O?d[TNLWWddZ`[`__SP
Timeline at the top of the board.
Take a look at this sample image:
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As shown above, the board is split in two areas horizontally.
?SP_Z[L]PL]P[]P^PY_^L^[PNTLW_d[PZQbZ]VʮZb_SL_
visualizes the project deliverables on a timeline. We call these
deliverables “Initiatives” as they represent bigger work items
and not day-to-day tasks.
In the example above, the Initiatives on the timeline represent
the key deliverables of a project to build custom machine
.]PL_P^[PNTʭNL_TZY;]Z_Z_d[TYR/P^TRYP_N
Once the project plan is in place, the Initiatives are broken
down into tasks that are placed in the bottom part of the board
bSP]PbPSLaPLYZ_SP]_d[PZQbZ]VʮZbɭ.L]O^BZ]VʮZbɮ
?SPNL]Oɪ^bZ]VʮZbT^XPLY__ZMP`^POQZ]_L^V^_SL__SP
_PLXbZ]V^ZYPaP]dOLd?SP_L^V^TY_SPɭ.L]O^BZ]VʮZbɮ
are children of the Initiatives in the Timeline.
Before you think this just a timeline component like any
other you’ve seen, let’s quickly clarify some points:
»

The only way you can start an Initiative
T^Md^_L]_TYRT_^ʭ]^_NSTWONL]O

»

The only way to complete an Initiative is
MdʭYT^STYRLWWNSTWO]PYNL]O^

»

?SP_TXPWTYPbZ]VʮZbTY6LYMLYTePNLYSLaPLB4;WTXT_
If you want to limit the number of parallel Initiatives you
work on, something that we highly recommend, you will
be focusing your team’s’ energy onto a small number of
items and thus deliver them faster. This is a key element
in Kanban and a unique feature of our platform.

¥¨e-¾ژuwG-¨ټ°ژGÅU%-ژ¾ژhww ىژ25

»ژ

The Initiatives that are put one after the other on the same
track in the timeline are automatically liked as predecessor /
successor. This means that you won’t be able to start working
on any of the children of the successor initiative unless the
[]POPNP^^Z]ɪ^NSTWO]PYSLaPLWWMPPYNZX[WP_POʭ]^_BT_S_SL_
we ensure the proper sequencing of work on the team level.

Something that is currently work in progress (as of June 2019)
but we expect to have by the end of the year is a revolutionary
continuous forecasting module that will validate your
plan in real time, based on the status of all children tasks.
The continuous forecasting module will be able to:
»ژ

Show you the probability of your team matching the
planned start date of the initiative. In other words,
the software will tell you if this initiative is really
going to start when you think it will start or not.

»ژ

Show you the probability of the initiative meeting its planned
PYOOL_PDZ`XLd_STYV_SL__SPbZ]VbTWWʭYT^SZY_TXP
but the software will be able to give you precise information
about that and it’s going to be based on your actual progress,
not estimation. As a matter of fact, no estimation at all
will be required, as the software knows how much time
it typically takes your teams to deliver similar tasks.

With this plan, which is connected to the actual execution you
bTWWMPLMWP_Z^PPTY]PLW_TXPSZbPaP]dOLdOPNT^TZY^LʬPN_
your plan. Your teams will be informed about the order of work
and will also be able to make better decisions regarding which
work item to focus on.
This setup is meant to be a “living organism” that is
automatically updated based on your actual progress. So,
don’t expect to always see the same forecast, as it’s unlikely.
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The forecast will change with every card moved from column
to column and that’s why we call this module “Continuous
Forecasting”.
The beauty of this approach is that it shows you what is real
TODAY. It doesn’t show you what you planned two months
ago, it cannot see the future and guarantee that things will
turn out to be like that but it will show you what is really
going on. This is the best kind of help you could ever get from
a software tool.

Dependencies
Once all the work items are available, the teams should be
ready to start the execution. However, sometimes certain tasks
should be completed before others. In our wedding example,
_SPʮZbP]^NLYMPL]]LYRPOZYWdLQ_P]_SPʮZbP]^SLaPMPPY
Z]OP]PO^Z_SP_L^V_ZZ]OP]_SPX^SZ`WOMPNZX[WP_POʭ]^_
Kanban, and Kanbanize, in particular, borrows the concept
of predecessors/successors from the traditional project
management tools. This means that one card can be linked as
a predecessor of another. To do so in Kanbanize, just drag one
of the cards over the other with Ctrl key pressed:
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When you do that, the successor card will not be “pullable”
unless the predecessor has been completed. This means that
if anyone tries to move the successor card to In Progress and
start working on it, the system will show a warning and will
automatically return the card to its position.
Equipped with the project scope, the overall plan, and the
breakdown structure, you’re ready to start the real execution.
Making the project happen using Kanban is the most exciting
part of this book, so prepare yourself to have some fun.
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CHAPTER FOUR

Project Execution
Let’s start this chapter with a quick overview discussing what
roles exist in Kanban and whether you should have them or
not.

Roles
This is a less-known fact, but actually, there are two formal
roles that can be implemented by teams practicing Kanban:
»

Service Delivery Manager (SDM)

»

Service Request Manager (SRM)

The Service Delivery Manager is a role dedicated to improving
_SPPʯNTPYNdZQdZ`]bZ]VʮZbLYOT^LW^ZVYZbYL^ɭ1WZb
manager”.
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The SDM’s functions are related mostly to the 7 Kanban
.LOPYNP^bSTNSM]TPʮdPc[WLTYPOL]POTʬP]PY__d[P^ZQ
ʮZbXLYLRPXPY_XPP_TYR^LTXTYR_ZO]TaPPaZW`_TZYL]d
NSLYRPLYOɭʭ_QZ][`][Z^Pɮ^P]aTNPOPWTaP]d4YZ_SP]bZ]O^
the Service Delivery Manager makes sure that work items
ʮZbLN]Z^^_SP6LYMLYMZL]OLYOQLNTWT_L_P^NZY_TY`Z`^
improvement activities.
The Service Request Manager is another under-the-radar
Kanban role. It is a role suitable for “middlemen” who have
deep knowledge of the team or company’s value stream but
don’t necessarily create direct value to the customer.
The primary goal of an SRM should be to serve as
a risk manager and facilitator. To describe it with
actual responsibilities, it is associated with:
»

Ordering work items from the backlog and
facilitating prioritization of what comes next.

»

Owning the policies for the system which
frame decisions together

»

Improving corporate governance, consistency of process, and
reducing personnel risk associated with a single individuall

In the context of Project Management, where the assumption
is that a Project Manager exists, this role is likely to be taken
by that same person. However, the implementation of the
Kanban roles is not mandatory and should only be considered
TYNL^PT_LOO^aLW`PTY_SP^[PNTʭNNZY_Pc_/ZYZ_TX[WPXPY_
the roles just because some smart people told you, this is likely
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going to be a mistake.

Prioritization
This is one of the areas where Kanban really shines compared
to other management methods because prioritization is really,
really simple and explicit.
The cards that are at the top of the column are the most
important ones. The cards at the bottom are the least
important. In case you want to change the priority of a card,
just put it in the right spot. That’s it.

If you thought that was too easy and it wouldn’t work for your
NZX[WPc^NPYL]TZ_SP]Pɪ^XZ]P-`_WP_ɪ^ʭ]^_TY_]ZO`NP_bZ
other concepts: Classes of Service and Capacity Allocation.

Classes of Service
Classes of service are sets of rules and policies that describe
how work should be treated. Each class of service is agreed
upon by the teams and the stakeholders and is a formal way to
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prioritize and sequence work.
It’s important to note that you can have a given work type that
SL^OTʬP]PY_NWL^^P^ZQ^P]aTNP1Z]PcLX[WPLXPP_TYRbT_S
the customer has a higher priority than a meeting with the HR
manager, requires formal dress code and must be attended by
at least three employees.
These are the four main classes of service you can start with:
Expedite – expedite items require immediate attention. They
NLYaTZWL_P_SPB4;WTXT_^LYOMdOPʭYT_TZY^SZ`WOMP_SPXZ^_
important work for everybody. Be careful, though, if you are
constantly expediting work, this is a signal that something is
wrong. Expedite work should not be the norm.
E.g.: an emergency landing of a plane that’s run out of fuel.
Fixed dateɧBZ]V_SL_X`^_MPOPWTaP]POMdL^[PNTʭNOL_P
T^L^^TRYPO_SPʭcPOOL_P^P]aTNPNWL^^?SP^PL]P_L^V^Z]
deliverables with a strict deadline.
E.g.: all passengers should board the plane by 5:45pm.
Priority – Sometimes certain work items are just more
important than others. If that’s the case, you can use the
“Priority” service class.
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E.g.: priority boarding for the business-class passengers.
Standard – The majority of the work should be assigned the
“Standard” service class. It represents the typical scenario
where we can’t realize any economic value before we deliver
the work item, but there is no concrete deadline to manage.
E.g.: luggage should be collected by the passengers upon
arrival.

Capacity Allocation
Having several work types and classes of service competing
for people’s time and resources is the norm for most projects.
BSPY_SL_ɪ^_SPNL^PSZbOZdZ`OPNTOPbSL__ZbZ]VZY*
Should it be this change requests, the regulatory requirement
or that complex thing that requires a specialist from another
_PLX*
?SPOT^_]TM`_TZYZQdZ`]NL[LNT_dLN]Z^^_SPOTʬP]PY_bZ]V
types and/or classes of service is called capacity allocation.
For example, you can allocate 20% of the available capacity to
change requests, 60% to regulatory requirements and 20% to
unplanned, expedite work.
Kanban has a very neat way of dealing with Capacity
Allocation. It’s a very simple one - splitting the board
horizontally into what we call “swimlanes”.
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>ZSZbOZ_SP^bTXWLYP^SPW[bT_S[]TZ]T_TeL_TZY*,RLTYT_ɪ^
simple - the work items in the top lane are the most important
ones. Then you go to the second, then to the third and so on.
Of course, this goes hand in hand with the capacity allocation,
because in case the top lane contains many work items, you
may never get to the second.

Sizing and Estimation
There are many Kanban myths and one of them is regarding
estimation. They say that there’s no estimation in Kanban.
While this might be true and even the desired way to manage
work with Kanban, there’s no rule that says you shouldn’t
estimate.
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Estimations are very close to the human mind and even if we
bLY_PO_ZbPNLYɪ_TRYZ]P_SPXBSL_T^_SPʭ]^__STYRdZ`
bLY__ZVYZbbSPYdZ`RP_dZ`]NL]_Z_SP^P]aTNP*BSPYT^T_
RZTYR_ZRP_OZYP*=TRS_*
Just ignoring estimations is a bad idea. On the contrary - we
should pay a lot of attention. However, the way people usually
OZP^_TXL_TZYT^TYPʯNTPY_LYO^ZXP_TXP^PaPYʮLbPO
Instead of trying to guess how many hours or days exactly a
given task will take, take an alternative approach. Identify
your service level agreement (SLA) for each of the classes of
service and work backward.
Let’s say you have a project that has to be estimated. Ideally,
you wouldn’t have to do it, but we live in a world where
N`^_ZXP]^Pc[PN_ʭcPONZ^_OPLOWTYP4Q_SL_ɪ^dZ`]]PLWT_dLYO
you don’t have historical data to base your estimation on, you
need to have a way to do it.
You know from experience that delivering work frequently is
a good practice. That’s why you decide to deliver something
PaP]d_S]PPOLd^bSTNSPʬPN_TaPWdXPLY^_SL_dZ`]>7,NLYMP
3 days.
To estimate the project, start slicing it into tasks that will take
three days or less with some probability (say, 85%). Don’t get
hung on the precision here. Just make sure that the task is
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something like three days of work. Sometimes it will take 3
minutes, sometimes 3 weeks, that’s expected. However, if you
are calibrated, the variability will likely balance itself, making
your estimation somewhat correct.
In the end, you will have a number of tasks each totaling three
days of work or less. Multiply the number of cards by three this will give you the approximate duration of the project.
It’s important to note that your estimation has some error by
OPʭYT_TZY?SPMTRRP]_SP[]ZUPN__SPR]PL_P]_SPP]]Z]?SL_ɪ^
why it’s crucial that you use forecasting methods to make
sure you’re on track throughout the project. Luckily for you,
6LYMLYSL^LaP]d[ZbP]Q`WZʬP]TYR_ZSPW[dZ`Z`_BPbTWW
talk more about this in the next chapter.

Commitment
?SPʭ]^__STYR_SL_NZXP^_ZXTYObSPYOT^N`^^TYR
commitment is that you must defer it to the last responsible
moment. There’s no point in committing to a huge scope
upfront. Something might change during the course of the
project and you should have the option to change your mind.
Take a look at the Kanban board below. To demonstrate how
you should think about each of the sections of the board, we’ve
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replaced the standard Backlog / To Do / Doing / Done with
the stages of a relationship - Dating / Engaged / Married /
Children.

Commitment in Kanban is like progressing through the stages
of a relationship. When a card is in the Backlog, you don’t
need to do anything special - you’re just dating. Once you take
the card out of the Backlog, you commit to working on it in
the future - you’re getting engaged. Once you start working
on something - you’re fully committed to it and there’s
no turning back - you’re married. Finally, when you have
children, there’s no undo. This is how you should think about
getting things Done.
The colored arrows represent the possible transitions on the
Kanban board. These are the so-called commitment points.
That’s so because you are supposed to cross them only from
left to right (the green arrows) and never backward.
The orange arrow between Backlog and Requested is there to
say “Think before you pull something out of the backlog”.
Nothing more than that. In many situations, it’s okay to put
something back in the Backlog, even if you’ve been “engaged”
to it, but if you could avoid it, it’d be better.
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There’s no arrow pointing from Married to Engaged or from
Children to Married because you’re not supposed to go back.
Even if you could technically do it, do your best not to. It will
MPbLdbZ]_S_SPPʬZ]_M`_bPbTWW_LWVXZ]PLMZ`__ST^TY_SP
last chapter of the book when the topic is “process stability”.

Blockers & Escalations
As much as we dislike it, issues are part of our daily work.
Sometimes we’ll have a serious problem that hinders the
progress - that’s what a blocker is in Kanban. If a card cannot
proceed to the right, it’s blocked.
Visualizing blockers on your boards is crucial, as that’s how
you notify everyone about the issue. Besides, that’s how you
ask for help. If you have a healthy environment that promotes
collaboration, blocking a card should lead to people swarming
on the blocker, trying to resolve it as quickly as possible.
This is how blocked cards look in Kanbanize:
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9Z_P_SL_PLNSMWZNVPONL]OSL^LOTʬP]PY_NZWZ]LYOTNZY
That’s how you visually communicate the reason why the
card is blocked, as sometimes you might have more than one
blocker reasons.
As a project manager, you might want to know when blockers
occur. The traditional way to do it would be via email or via a
meeting. If people are expected to notify you about blockers,
they might sometimes forget. If you need to wait for the
meeting, even if it’s a daily one, then communication is
hindered.
If you use Kanbanize, there are several ways to inform yourself
about blockers and manage escalations accordingly.

>_LYOL]OYZ_TʭNL_TZY^%

DZ`NLY^`M^N]TMPdZ`]^PWQQZ]YZ_TʭNL_TZY^LMZ`_MWZNVPO
unblocked cards for each separate board in the account. This
XPLY^dZ`NLY]PNPTaPYZ_TʭNL_TZY^QZ]MWZNVP]^_SL_ZNN`]TY
one board but ignore the ones that happen in another.
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Custom action via a business rule:

Using a business rule in the system, you can do any of
the following in case a card gets blocked/unblocked
1.

Create another card in the system or a subtask for the blocked
card. This can help you standardize the blocker handling
process.

2.

DZ`NLYNSLYRP^[PNTʭNOP_LTW^ZQ_SPMWZNVPONL]O0RdZ`NLY
add a tag “blocked” that will, later on, help you analyze how
many of the cards have been blocked historically.

3.

DZ`NLY^PYOLN`^_ZXYZ_TʭNL_TZY_Z`^P]^TY_SP^d^_PXZ]
Pc_P]YLWPXLTWLOO]P^^P^?SP_Pc_ZQ_SPYZ_TʭNL_TZYNLYMP
N`^_ZXTePO`^TYRʭPWO^Q]ZX_SPNL]OT_^PWQ

4.

In case the card has been unblocked, you can move it to a
^[PNTʭPO[Z^T_TZYZY_SPMZL]O

5.

You can invoke an external web service and notify it for the
change. This is useful for integration purposes.
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Meetings & Feedback Loops
One of the Kanban practices states that you should implement
feedback loops. The feedback loops are there to ensure
^XZZ_STYQZ]XL_TZYʮZbLYO^P__SPML^PQZ]NZY_TY`Z`^
improvement.
There are seven meetings in Kanban and ten feedback loops
(don’t get scared):

This absolutely doesn’t mean you should have seven new
meetings.You should not have those meetings just because
Kanban says so! The idea here is to check where feedback loops
are necessary and make sure they exist.
Most probably, you already have these meetings in place in
one form or another. If you do, use them instead of creating
new ones. If you don’t, ask yourself the question whether you
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should have them and why. If no good reason comes up, keep
doing what you’re doing.
One meeting that we dare to classify as mandatory is the Daily
8PP_TYR4_ɪ^QZ]_SP_PLX^LYOT_ɪ^_SP]P_ZPY^`]PʮZbZY_SP
team boards. This meeting is best held in front of the Kanban
board in less than 15 minutes. The team members go through
all the cards that are in progress and discuss if anything is
STYOP]TYRʮZb4QdZ`OZYɪ_SLaP_ST^XPP_TYRXLVP^`]PdZ`
implement it.
Regarding all other meetings, feel free to experiment, using
the image above as a reference and not a recipe.
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CHAPTER FIVE

Project Tracking and
Forecasting
We’re entering the last part of the book. With the knowledge
you’ve accumulated so far you’re ready to go and start your
ʭ]^_6LYMLY[]ZUPN_3ZbPaP]dZ`]L[[]ZLNSbZ`WOYɪ_MP
complete without a way to measure progress and an answer
to one of the most important questions - “Is my project on
_TXP*ɮ
?ST^NSL[_P]T^PY_T]PWdQZN`^POZYXP_]TN^LYO_SPNZ]PʮZb
analytics you’ll need to make sure everything is on track.
However, we will only scratch the surface of the topic. Taming
ʮZb_S]Z`RSLYLWd_TN^T^LYLOaLYNPO_Z[TNLYO_ST^MZZVNLY
only show you what’s possible. If you really want to dig deep,
you should sign up for a trial with Kanbanize and see how
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Flow Analytics work in practice.

The First Principle of Lean - Value
Yeah, we said we’ll talk about metrics, but one thing precedes
all charts, data, graphs, statistics, equations and all that
- value. The principle of value sits at the core of the Lean
philosophy and we, as managers, need to constantly remind
ourselves of what Peter Drucker said:
ɭ9Z_STYRT^WP^^[]ZO`N_TaP_SLY_ZXLVPXZ]PPʯNTPY_bSL_^SZ`WO
not be done at all.”
Before you gather all those metrics and show how productive
your teams are, ask yourself what value you’re producing. For
bSZX*3ZbOZdZ`XPL^`]PTQaLW`PT^]PLWWdMPTYRRPYP]L_PO*
3ZbOZdZ`VYZbdZ`]SL[[dN`^_ZXP]^L]PSL[[d*
Actually, happy is not enough. Your customers have to be
ecstatic about your solution. If they aren’t, metrics are
irrelevant. Just bear that in mind throughout the rest of this
chapter and make sure you use data to get your customers to
crave what you do.
Alright, let’s dig into the charts...
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lѴ-|b; Ѵo b-]u-l
?SPN`X`WL_TaPQWZbOTLR]LXLW^ZVYZbYL^.1/T^ZYPZQ
_SPXZ^_NZXXZYNSL]_^TY6LYMLY4_[]ZaTOP^LNZYNT^P
aT^`LWTeL_TZYZQ_SP_S]PPXZ^_TX[Z]_LY_XP_]TN^ZQdZ`]QWZb%
v .dNWP_TXP_SPSZ]TeZY_LWOT^_LYNPMP_bPPY_SPWLYP^
v BZ]VTY[]ZR]P^^_SPaP]_TNLW^[LNPMP_bPPY_SPWLYP^
v ?S]Z`RS[`__SP^WZ[PZQ_SPNSL]_

v
v
v
v
v
v
v

4_^XLTY[`][Z^PT^_Z^SZbdZ`SZbXLYdNL]O^SLaPMPPY
NZX[WP_POdLcT^ZaP]_TXPcLcT^?SP_Z[XZ^_WTYPZQ
_SPNSL]_aT^`LWTeP^_SPL]]TaLW^YPbNL]O^PY_P]TYRdZ`]
bZ]VQWZbLYO_SPMZ__ZXXZ^_WTYPaT^`LWTeP^_SP
OP[L]_`]P^OZYPNL]O^-PNL`^PT_T^LN`X`WL_TaPNSL]_T_
LWbLd^RZP^`[_Z_SP]TRS_
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DZ`NLY`^P_SP./1TYdZ`][]ZUPN__ZXLVP
^`]P_SL_%

v B4;OZP^Yɪ_R]ZbZaP]_TXPL^_SL_bZ`WOXLVPdZ`
^WZbP]8Z]P_Z_SL_TY_SPWL^_NSL[_P]
v DZ`]_S]Z`RS[`_T^^_LMWPLYOOZP^YZ_OPNWTYP4Q_SP
^WZ[PZQ_SPNSL]_T^^_LMWPZ]MPNZXTYR^_PP[P]
_STYR^^SZ`WOMPQTYP
v DZ`]NdNWP_TXPT^^_LMWP_ST^bTWWMP_SPNL^PTQdZ`]
B4;T^YZ_R]ZbTYR

1Ѵ;$bl;"1-||;urѴo|Ƴ1Ѵ;$bl;$u;m7
?SPNdNWP_TXP^NL__P][WZ_T^LYLOL[_POaP]^TZYZQ_SPbPWW
VYZbYNSL]_4_T^]PaP]POTY_SP7PLYXLYLRPXPY_bZ]WO
MPNL`^PT_[]ZaTOP^LaP]dOP_LTWPO[TN_`]PZQZYPZQ_SPVPd
XP_]TN^TY7PLYɧNdNWP_TXP
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?SPRZLWSP]PT^_ZaT^`LWTeP_SPNdNWP_TXPZQLWWNL]O^bT_STY
LRTaPY_TXPQ]LXP0LNSOZ_ZY_SPNSL]_]P[]P^PY_^LNL]O
ZYdZ`]6LYMLYMZL]O?SP[Z^T_TZY^ZQ_SPOZ_^L]P
OP_P]XTYPOMd_SPNZX[WP_TZYOL_PcLcT^LYO_SPNdNWP
_TXPdLcT^ZQ_SPNZ]]P^[ZYOTYRNL]O
DZ`NLY`^P_SP^NL__P][WZ_TYdZ`][]ZUPN__Z%
v >PPSZb_SP^SL[PZQ_SPNdNWP_TXPT^NSLYRTYR4Q_SP
OZ_^ZY_SPNSL]_QZ]XL_]TLYRWPL^^SZbYTY_SP[TN_`]P
LMZaP_ST^XPLY^dZ`]NdNWP_TXPT^R]ZbTYR
v 4YaP^_TRL_PTYOTaTO`LWNL]O^_SL__ZZV_ZZWZYR_ZQTYT^S4_
NLYMPL^Z`]NPZQTYQZ]XL_TZYQZ]NZY_TY`Z`^
TX[]ZaPXPY_XPP_TYR^
v DZ`NLYQZ]PNL^__SPNdNWP_TXPZQTYOTaTO`LWbZ]VT_PX^
7ZZVTYRL__SPTXLRPLMZaPbPNLY_PWW_SL_# ZQ_SP
NL]O^_ZZVOLd^Z]WP^^^PP_SPOZ__POWTYP^
:Y_SP.dNWP_TXP^NL__P][WZ_dZ`NLYLW^Z^PP_SPNdNWP_TXP
_]PYOWTYP_SPR]PPYWTYPZY_SPOTLR]LX,^_SPYLXP
^`RRP^_^_SPNdNWP_TXP_]PYO^SZb^SZbdZ`]NdNWP_TXPT^
NSLYRTYRbT_S_TXP4_T^ZYPZQ_SPXZ^_`^PQ`WXP_]TN^_Z
SPW[dZ`[P]QZ]XST^_Z]TNLWLYLWd^T^ZQdZ`]OL_L
4Q_SPR]PPYWTYPTYN]PL^P_Z_SP]TRS_T_XPLY^dZ`ɪ]P
MPNZXTYR^WZbP]bT_S_TXP?ST^T^LYPRL_TaP_]PYO_SL_SL^_Z
MP[LTOL__PY_TZY_ZLYO]PaP]^POTQ[Z^^TMWP:Y_SPNZY_]L]d
TQ_SPWTYPRZP^OZbY_SPYdZ`ɪ]PTX[]ZaTYR
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Cycle Time Heat Map
The cycle time heat map visualizes the bottleneck in your
process. The red areas on the map show where tasks spend the
most time on average or cumulatively. Therefore, the red areas
are the most logical places for you to improve.

Cycle Time Histogram
The cycle time ST^_ZR]LX]PXLTY^LXZYR_SPXZ^_bTOPWd
LOZ[_PONSL]_^TY7PLYXLYLRPXPY_
4QdZ`SLaPMPPY[]LN_TNTYR[]ZUPN_XLYLRPXPY_QZ]LbSTWPdZ`
[]ZMLMWdVYZb_SL_XP_]TN^aL]dLYO_SP]PL]P[WPY_dZQbLd^
LYO_ZZW^_ZXPL^`]P_SPX
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The cycle time histogram shows the distribution of cards based
on their cycle time.

?SPSZ]TeZY_LWLcT^ZQL_d[TNLWNdNWP_TXPST^_ZR]LXaT^`LWTeP^
_SPOTQQP]PY_NdNWP_TXPaLW`P^ZQLWW_SP_L^V^_SL_bP]PZYdZ`]
6LYMLYMZL]OO`]TYRL[]POPQTYPO_TXPQ]LXP
?SPaP]_TNLWLcT^^SZb^_SPQ]P\`PYNdZQ_SPNdNWP_TXP_SL_
bZ]VT_PX^ZYdZ`]MZL]O^SL]P0LNSNZW`XYZY_SPNSL]_
^P]aP^L^LMTYNZY_LTYTYR_SPY`XMP]ZQ_L^V^_SL_SLO_SP
^LXPNdNWP_TXP?SPT]SPTRS_OP[PYO^ZY_SPY`XMP]ZQ_L^V^
_SL_QLWWTY_ZT_
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)ORZ(IILFLHQF\
4QdZ`L]PYPb_ZQWZbXP_]TN^XPL^`]TYRQWZbPQQTNTPYNd
XTRS_^PPXWTVPLOTQQTN`W__L^V4Y]PLWT_dT_T^OZYPbT_S_SP
help of this simple formula:
1WZb0 TNTPYNdFH(ALW`PLOOPO?TXP7PLO?TXP
Explaining it in a practical manner, if a task needs 1 day to be
completed, but it’s been actively worked on only 2 hours per
OLdT_bTWWMPQTYT^SPOTY OLd^L^^`XTYRLbZ]VTYROLdZQ#
hours).
Then, the formula would be:
1WZb0ʯNTPYNdFH(O O(
You may wonder what value-added time is. It’s the time we
actively spend working on something. You get it when you
subtract the wait time and the block time from the total time.
Now you may realize why we have a special marker for
the queues columns in Kanbanize. Right, because we track
_SP^P_TXP^LYO_SPYSPW[dZ`NLWN`WL_P_SPʮZbPʯNTPYNd
automatically. We achieve this using a special type of Widget
that you can pin to your dashboard:
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?SPbTORP_bTWWNZX[L]PdZ`]N`]]PY_[]ZNP^^PQQTNTPYNd
bT_Sa previous period and will color-code the outcome. If
you’ve been improving, the widget will be green. If not, the
color will be red.
It’s a lot of information, but the thing you should pay
attention to is the big number at the top. If it’s greater than
50% you’re doing exceptionally well. If it’s greater than 20%
you are okay. Below 20% is not something to be proud of but
it’s not terrible. If you’re getting 10% or less, don’t panic,
dZ`ɪ]P^ZZY_ZMPLSP]ZTYdZ`]Z]RLYTeL_TZY

om|;-uѴo ou;1-v|bm]
ɭBSPYT^T_RZTYR_ZMPOZYP*ɮɧ_ST^T^ZYPZQ_SPXZ^_
TX[Z]_LY_\`P^_TZY^_SL_[]ZUPN_XLYLRP]^SPL]LWW_SP_TXP
,^TX[Z]_LY_L^T_XLdMPbP]L]PWdSLaP_SPLY^bP]
?SPRZZOYPb^T^_SL_6LYMLY^ZWaP^_ST^[]ZMWPXQZ]dZ`4Q
dZ`VPP[^PaP]LW^TX[WP]`WP^dZ`bTWWMPLMWP_ZQZ]PNL^_bT_S
MTRNZYQTOPYNP`^TYRbSL_bPNLWW8ZY_P.L]WZ^TX`WL_TZY^
?SP^P^TX`WL_TZY^L]PML^POZYdZ`]ST^_Z]TNLWOL_LST^_Z]TNLW
_S]Z`RS[`_LYO^`][]T^TYRWdPYZ`RSdZ`OZYɪ_YPPOWZLO^ZQ
T__ZRP_^_L]_PO
:QNZ`]^P_SPXZ]POL_LdZ`SLaP_SPXZ]PLNN`]L_P_SP
QZ]PNL^_TYRbTWWMPM`_dZ`NLY^_L]_ZYNPdZ`SLaP
NZX[WP_PO_L^V^
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4QdZ`]PNLWW_SPMPRTYYTYRZQ_ST^MZZVbP[]ZXT^PO_SL_bP
L]PYZ_RZTYR_Z[]ZXZ_POP_P]XTYT^_TNTOPL^?ST^SZWO^_]`P
QZ]_SP8ZY_P.L]WZ^TX`WL_TZY^_ZZbSTNSXPLY^_SL_
bSPYPaP]bP[TNVLOL_PbP^SZ`WOL__LNSL[]ZMLMTWT_d_ZT_
?SL_ɪ^bSd_SPOL_P^TY_SPNLWPYOL]LMZaPL]PNZWZ]NZOPO
?SP]POOL_P^^SZbLaP]dWZb[]ZMLMTWT_dZQ^`NNP^^ 
?SPR]PPYOL_P^^SZbL[]ZMLMTWT_dZQ# LYOLMZaP
1Z]PcLX[WPbP^SZ`WOYɪ_NWLTX_SL_Z`][]ZUPN_bTWWMP
QTYT^SPOMd_SP!_SZQ:N_ZMP]BP^SZ`WO^LdTY^_PLO%ɭ?SP]P
T^LY# []ZMLMTWT_d_SL_bPNZX[WP_P_ST^[]ZUPN_Md_SP
!_SZQ:N_ZMP]ɮ4_ɪ^LOTQQP]PY_^_L_PXPY_
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-L^POZY_SPTY[`_[L]LXP_P]^_SP^TX`WL_TZYNLYLY^bP]_bZ
OTQQP]PY_\`P^_TZY^%
 3ZbXLYd_L^V^NLYMPQTYT^SPOMd_SPOPLOWTYPC*
 BSPYL]P_SPYPc_C_L^V^RZTYR_ZMPQTYT^SPO*
?SPXPNSLYTN^ZQ_SPQZ]PNL^_TYR[]ZNP^^L]PPXML]]L^^TYRWd
PL^d
 DZ`Z[PYdZ`]6LYMLYMZL]OLYOdZ`NSPNVSZbXLYd
bZ]VT_PX^dZ`SLaPTY_SPMLNVWZR
 DZ`RZ_ZdZ`]LYLWd_TN^PYRTYPLYOPY_P]_ST^Y`XMP]TY
_SP8ZY_P.L]WZ^TX`WL_TZY
 ?bZ^PNZYO^WL_P]_SP^TX`WL_TZY]PaPLW^_SP[]ZUPN_PO
OL_PbT_SLRTaPY[]ZMLMTWT_d# Z]$ T^[]PQP]]PO
4_ɪ^SL]O_ZMPWTPaP_SL__ST^NLYbZ]VQZ]]PLWM`_T_OZP^,^L
XL__P]ZQQLN_8ZY_P.L]WZT^_SPZYWd[Z[`WL]^NTPY_TQTNbLd
_ZL[[]ZLNSP^_TXL_TYRL[]ZUPN_LYOQZ]PNL^_TYRbSPYT_T^
RZTYR_ZRP_OZYP4_bZ]V^X`NSMP__P]_SLYLYdS`XLY
U`ORXPY_MPNL`^PT_ɪ^YZ_MTL^PO]PWTP^ZYLN_`LWOL_LLYOT_ɪ^
^ZQL^__SL_dZ`NLYOZT_PaP]dOLd
>ZPaPYTQ_SPXZOPWT^LMT_ZQQTY_SPMPRTYYTYRbT_SXZ]P
LNN`X`WL_POOL_LT_bTWWMPNZXPXZ]PLYOXZ]PLNN`]L_P
PaP]dOLd?ST^T^YZ_^ZXP_STYR_SL_SZWO^_]`PQZ]S`XLY
U`ORXPY_P^[PNTLWWdTQbPXZaPQ]ZXZYP[P]^ZY_ZLYZ_SP]
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4_bL^Yɪ__SL_SL]ObL^T_*,^bP[]ZXT^POLYLWd_TN^TY
6LYMLYL]PaP]d[ZbP]Q`WM`_YZ__ZZNZX[WPc_Z^_L]_bT_S
:YP_STYRT^NP]_LTYTQdZ`ɪaPRZ__PY_SL_QL]dZ`L]P]PLWWd
NWZ^P_ZXLVTYRdZ`]YPc_[]ZUPN_LbTWO^`NNP^^:YWdZYP
_STYRT^XT^^TYRSZbOZbPXLYLRP]T^V^*

CHAPTER SIX

Managing Risk
If you have tried out the concepts outlined in this book in
practice, you’ve come a long way. You’ve created a visual
management system based on Lean and Kanban principles
such as visualization, limiting work in progress and managing
ʮZb
You’ve created a Kanban project board and connected it to
one or more team Kanban boards. You’ve learned about the
major charts in Kanban and you’re ready to analyze the
SPLW_SZQdZ`]ʮZb-PWTPaPT_Z]YZ__ST^T^L[]P__d`YT\`P
accomplishment, as few people know how to do these things.

There is just one question that hasn’t been answered yet.
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ɭBSL_TQ_STYR^RZb]ZYR*ɮ
Preventing things from going wrong is the subject of risk
management, which is an important project management
discipline.
One of my recent tweets[P]QPN_Wdʭ_^_ST^NSL[_P]ZQ_SPMZZV
so here’s a shameless plug:

?SPʭ]^_[L]_ZQ_SP_bPP_T^ɭ?SPMP^_]T^VXLYLRPXPY_
^_]L_PRd_SL_4ɪXLbL]PZQT^Z[_TXTeTYRʮZbLYOXLVTYR
dZ`]_PLX^^P]aTNP^[]POTN_LMWPɮ?ST^RZP^TYLaP]dOTʬP]PY_
OT]PN_TZY_SLY_SP_]LOT_TZYLW]T^VXLYLRPXPY_bSP]PdZ`ʭWW
in a spreadsheet, list the risks, put a probability, add some
weights and never look at it again.
Even if you inspect the spreadsheet regularly, besides thinking
about the potential risks (which is a good thing), nothing
really changes. From my experience, risk management is an
L]_TʭNTLW[]ZNPO`]P_SL__TNV^LNSPNVMZc4Q_SL_ɪ^YZ__SPNL^P
with you, feel free to ignore my ranting.
You must have heard about Amazon’s cloud (EC2). You must
SLaPSPL]OLMZ`_9P_ʮTcL^bPWW9P_ʮTc]`Y^ZY,XLeZYɪ^
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0.5`ORTYRMd_SPLYY`LW]PaPY`PZQ9P_ʮTc!-SLaTYR
_SP^d^_PXZʰTYPZ][L]_TLWWdZʰTYPNZ`WOWPLO_ZTY^LYP
WZ^^P^,^TX[WPNLWN`WL_TZY^SZb^_SL_9P_ʮTcXLVP^XZ]P
than a million per hour. If you’re making that much in sixty
minutes, the last thing you want is your servers to crash.
DP_9P_ʮTcNLXP`[bT_S_ST^%Chaos Monkey. Their own
description of this program is “a resiliency tool that helps
applications tolerate random instance failures.”
In reality, this tool randomly kills some servers in your
production environment. I’ll repeat: this tool randomly kills
production servers.
Please, pause for a second and ponder over this. The company
that makes more than a million per hour invested time and
money to create a tool that randomly kills production servers.
?ST^X`^_MP_SPOPʭYT_TZYZQ^_`[TOM`_T_ɪ^TYQLN_RPYT`^
Acknowledging the fact that failures will occur (EC2 is not
[P]QPN__SPPYRTYPP]^L_9P_ʮTc_ZZVLYLW_P]YL_TaPL[[]ZLNS
Their thinking was that when failures occurred, they had to be
able to handle them gracefully and then recover without tragic
consequences.
Knowing that at any moment in time a server can simply
disappear forces the developers to design systems that are
fault-tolerant and resilient. When your base point is that
5! ژىO¥¾-¨ژ°UãژىژuwGUwG¨ژU°h

QLTW`]P^bTWWSL[[PYdZ`_STYVLMZ`__SPbZ]WOOTʬP]PY_Wd
This strategy might sound crazy, but it’s everywhere around
us. Nobody likes crashing brand new vehicles into a wall but
the automobile engineers know that crashes happen every day.
The construction engineers in Japan know that earthquakes
will come, that’s why they use giant pendulums inside the
buildings to counterbalance the force. As we said, when
we start from the point that things will go wrong, we act
OTʬP]PY_Wd
Translating this to the language of project and risk
management, we need to assume that our project will get
late, that our people will get ill or quit, that our estimates
are wrong, that cost forecasts are inaccurate, that servers
will crash, that the customer will change their mind, that the
competition will be stronger, that the market won’t be ready
for our product and many, many more. If we go back to the
9P_ʮTcPcLX[WPbPX`^_Z[P]L_PL^TQ.SLZ^8ZYVPdT^LWbLd^
on.
The only reasonable way to face all these challenges comes
OZbY_ZXL^_P]TYRʮZbBPbZ`WORZPaPYQ`]_SP]LYO_LWV
LMZ`_RP__TYR7PLYTYRPYP]LWM`_T_bZ`WO_LVPLbSZWPYPb
book. That’s why we would like to focus on three things only:
»

Relentless focus on value

»

Pursuing process stability and predictability

»

Continuous improvement
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Eliminate Waste
It’s a common misconception that the main goal of Lean is
to eliminate waste. This is actually not true. Lean is all about
delivering as much value as possible with the least amount of
investment possible. Eliminating waste is a consequence.
However, some forms of waste are easy to spot and get rid of.
That’s why we will talk about waste in a bit more detail. Note
that we won’t be covering the 7 wastes of Lean but something
else that’s more applicable in the knowledge work context that
we are in.
Allen Ward and Durward Sobek talk about the wastes in
product development, which is closer to knowledge work
than manufacturing. In their book “Lean Product and Process
Development”, they explain the three wastes in product
OPaPWZ[XPY_^NL__P]SLYOZʬ^LYObT^SQ`W_STYVTYR
Waste #1: Scatter
ɭ>NL__P]NLYMPOPʭYPOL^_SPLN_TZY^Z]TYLN_TZY^_SL_XLVP
VYZbWPORPLYOTYQZ]XL_TZYTYPʬPN_TaPMdOT^]`[_TYRT_^ʮZbɮ
With no intention of perpetuating the cliche that it’s always
the management’s fault, it has to be noted that most of the
Scatter is caused by bad management decisions or activities.
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Below are some of the common causes for scatter.
Reorganization
When things aren’t working well, a typical response by the
senior management is to reorganize the department or even
the entire company. Teams will be broken and new groups
will be formed. This creates a lot of information blockages,
bSTNSTY_`]YLʬPN__SPPY_T]PM`^TYP^^TYLaP]dYPRL_TaP
way. Reorganizations within the lifetime of a project might
be devastating to the end result, so only do this after carefully
examining the consequences.
Expediting Work
Another typical example is expediting work. When you are
forced to do something urgently, or when you force others
to do it, scatter is inevitably created. That happens because
_SPYZ]XLWʮZbZQbZ]VT^OT^]`[_POLYO[PZ[WPSLaP_Z
switch contexts involuntarily. Switching context to address
LYPc[POT_P]P\`P^_bSTNSMdOPʭYT_TZYTYN]PL^P^_SPbZ]VTY
progress, is inevitable at times. However, if it happens all the
time, there’s something wrong with the environment, that has
to be addressed.
Adding More People to a Project
You’ve all heard the joke that 9 mothers can’t give birth to
¥¨e-¾ژuwG-¨ټ°ژGÅU%-ژ¾ژhww ىژ5$

a baby in one month. It’s certainly not a joke in knowledge
work, where adding more people to a late project actually
makes it later. Simply put, this is a very common source of
scatter.

Additional Checks & Procedures
Imposing additional checks and procedures to address quality
issues, for example, might be a really bad idea. If the root
cause of the issue is somewhere else, adding a checklist will
likely improve the quality but will continue to waste time for
the organization.

Bad Tools
Many companies attempt to improve their delivery by adopting
lean and agile methods. However, they rarely invest in the
right tooling, which is a necessary step for each reasonable
agile adoption. When the teams are expected to deliver more
in a much more dynamic environment, tooling turns into a
problem and not addressing it, creates scatter waste.
BL^_P%3LYOZʬ^
,SLYOZʬT^LYd_]LY^QP]ZQVYZbWPORP]P^[ZY^TMTWT_dLN_TZY
Z]QPPOMLNV,_d[TNLWPcLX[WPZQLSLYOZʬT^LOP^TRYP]
[L^^TYR_SPOP^TRY_Z_SP@4OPaPWZ[P]^8L]VP_TYRSLYOTYRZʬ
a piece of content for a web page to be coded.
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You’ve seen this image which is supposed to ridicule the
waterfall approach to knowledge work. However, what this
TXLRPOPXZY^_]L_P^T^bSL_SLYOZʬ^OZ_ZVYZbWPORPbZ]V
- results get worse with each of them.

3LYOZʬ^L]PL_P]]TMWPQZ]XZQbL^_PL^_SPdNL`^P
TYQZ]XL_TZYLYONZY_Pc_OPNLd?SPN`^_ZXP]SLYOPOZʬ
their requirements to a project leader. Then the project leader
SLYOPOZʬ_ST^TYQZ]XL_TZY_Z_SPLYLWd^_?SPLYLWd^_SLYOPO
Zʬ_SPTYQZ]XL_TZY_Z_SP[]ZR]LXXP]LYO^ZZYɳ
?Z_LNVWP_SPbL^_PNL`^POMdSLYOZʬdZ`^SZ`WO_]d_Z
XTYTXTeP_SPY`XMP]ZQOTʬP]PY_[L]_TP^TYaZWaPOTYL[]ZUPN_
4QdZ`ɪaPSPL]OLMZ`_5Pʬ-PeZ^ɪ^ɭtwo-pizza team”, then
¥¨e-¾ژuwG-¨ټ°ژGÅU%-ژ¾ژhww! ىژ

dZ`ɪOVYZbSZb_ZQZ]X_PLX^_SL_bZYɪ_^`ʬP]Q]ZX
SLYOZʬ^MLOWd3LaTYRL_PLXZbYTYR_SP]P\`T]PXPY_^
OP[WZdXPY_LYOTQ[Z^^TMWPʭYLYNTLW^T^_SPMP^_[Z^^TMWP
environment for a successful project.
Waste #3: Wishful Thinking
This is the worst form of waste because it’s usually invisible.
Wishful thinking means making decisions based on your gut
feelings or opinions, without considering data. This happens
very often in organizations that develop products or services
ML^POZYL[]POPʭYPOXL^_P][WLY_SL_T^MPTYRQZWWZbPO
blindly.
The damage caused by wishful thinking is usually huge
because it accumulates over time. If a project was not to be
started at all, but we still decided to invest in it, it will take
months or even years to realize we shouldn’t have done it.
-d_SL__TXPbPbZ`WOSLaP^`YV^TRYTʭNLY_NZ^_bSTNS
wouldn’t let us kill the project. This makes things even worse
because we keep investing hoping that the project will be a
success, which rarely turns out to be the case.
To tackle wishful thinking, always use data. If no data is
available, experiment, learn and then use what you’ve learned
to make decisions. Use experimentation extensively throughout
the lifecycle of the project in order to reduce uncertainty, when
it exists. This is the only way to protect yourself from this
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terrible waste.

Stability & Predictability
To avoid risks turning into reality, you need to be informed
what’s going to happen in the future. In other words, your
process needs to be predictable. However, predictability is a
OTʯN`W_RLXP_Z[WLd
The good news is that stability and predictability go hand-inhand with something that you already know - metrics.
In order to have your process stable and
predictable, you need to follow these rules:
»

What goes into the system should go
out (work mustn’t disappear).

»

Your WIP age should be neither increasing nor decreasing

Work mustn’t disappear
This rule simply says that if you start working on something,
dZ`X`^_ʭYT^ST_?SL_ɪ^bSdOPWP_TYRNL]O^Q]ZXdZ`]
Kanban board isn’t a good idea. If it happens often, you’ll be
skewing your metrics and you won’t have reliable data to base
your forecasting on.
Do you recall the Kanban board describing the relationship
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^_L_`^P^PYRLRPOXL]]TPOP_N*4_T^_SP^LXPNZYNP[_5`^_
ʮZbdZ`]NL]O^_Z_SP]TRS_`Y_TWNZX[WP_TZYLYOdZ`ɪWWMPʭYP
with this part of the game.

WIP aging should be constant
The WIP aging chart, that we talked about earlier, shows
whether some work items are taking too much time compared
to your historical data. If that’s the case, then your data won’t
be stable and your system won’t be in predictable.
This doesn’t mean you shouldn’t improve your cycle times!
If you are optimizing your cycle time, the WIP age will also
go down. This is good! However, if that’s the case, make sure
you’re not using this data for forecasting. You better wait for
the cycle time to stabilize or just be conservative and assume a
bigger error margin.

Continuous Improvement (Kaizen)
It occurred to me rather late that continuous improvement is
a risk management strategy. I used to look at it as something
you do to be better and to achieve more but the more I learned
about Kanban and Lean, the more I was becoming aware of its
risk management potential.
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4QdZ`L]PTX[]ZaTYRdZ`]^d^_PXdZ`L]PMdOPʭYT_TZY
eliminating potential sources of failure. In doing so, you
proactively reduce the probability of a risk materializing.
?ST^L[[]ZLNS^TRYTʭNLY_WdOTʬP]^Q]ZX_SP]PLN_TaPbLdZQ
awaiting the risk to become something real, after which we
QZWWZb_SP[]ZNPO`]P^OPʭYPOTY_SP]T^VXLYLRPXPY_[WLY
A very good example of this it the air transportation. When
ʮdTYRMPNLXPLʬZ]OLMWPXLYd[PZ[WP[]PQP]]POT__ZO]TaTYR
or sailing for days. Naturally, this led to the explosive growth
ZQNZXXP]NTLWʮTRS_^
Unfortunately, the technology was still imperfect and there
were a lot of fatalities, especially in the 70s and 80s. This led
to serious investigations and analysis of the root causes of the
crashes. As a result, many improvements were made and the
air travel is now considered one of the safest ways to move
from point A to point B.
This is how we should be thinking about our projects. By
investigating all the root-causes and doing the necessary not
to repeat the same mistakes again, we are giving ourselves a
chance to avoid many of the issues we would have had to face
otherwise.
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Conclusion
Now that you’ve read about Kanban Project Management
it’s time for you to actually start doing it. Only then will you
OT^NZaP]_SP_]`PMPYPʭ_^ZQaT^`LWTeTYRbZ]VWTXT_TYRbZ]V
TY[]ZR]P^^LYOXLYLRTYRʮZbZYMZ_S_SP[]ZUPN_LYO_PLX
levels.
But please, be warned! Do not think of a Project Manager’s
Guide to Kanban as a framework. We encourage you to start
bSP]PdZ`L]PLYOR]LO`LWWdʭYOZ`_bSL_bZ]V^MP^_TYdZ`]
own context.
Take the ideas presented in the book, experiment and learn
from your mistakes. This is the only recipe we are ready to
give.

There is no better time than now to start with Kanban Project
management!

Try Kanbanize for free
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